32"x58" Cushion Storage Box Assembly Guide
Hardware Included
D
Gas Cylinder Bracket x2
Gas Cylinder x2
32"x58" Cushion Storage Box
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Tools Needed

Cordless Drill

#2 Square Drive Bit
(Included)

3/4" Screws

1" Screws

38

6

1-1/4" Screws
16

2" Screws
16

Step 1-Side Attachment
A. Begin by laying back panel flat on floor. (Front panel should have Berlin
Gardens label attached). Fasten Gas Cylinder brackets to left and right
sides using 3-1" Screws (B) per bracket as shown. NOTE: Bracket
placement has predrilled holes for screws.
B
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Tape Measure

Gas Cylinder Bracket
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Side Attachment Detail
Place left side against back
ensuring that all edges are
even and fasten using
4 - 2" Screws (D). Repeat
on other side. NOTE: Left and
right sides are labeled with
stickers. Ensure that stickers
are towards back.

C.
Inside Angle Attachment Detail
C
D
Ensure these edges are even before attaching

Fasten inside using 1-1/4" screws(C).
Repeat on other side.

Step 2- Front Panel Attachment
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Inside Angle Attachment Detail

A.

Fasten inside following side
attachment using 1-1/4" screws (C).
Repeat on other side.

Front Attachment Detail
Set front down onto sides
ensuring that all edges are
even and fasten using
4 - 2" Screws (D). Repeat on
other side.

Step 3-Bottom Attachment
A

Bottom Attachment Detail
Insert the bottom ensuring that it
is pushed up against the aluminum
on the inside. Fasten it to the 4 sides
using 3/4" screws. (A)

Step 4-Top

Step 5-Gas Cylinders

Begin by setting the above assembled piece upright.
Next set the top with the hinge side towards the back
on top of the assembled piece then ensure the top is
evenly spaced on both the right and left side and fasten
the hinge to the back. Using 3/4" screws. (A)

A

Top Hinge Fastening

Have one person hold open the lid while a second person pushes the bottom
of the cylinder onto bracket until you feel it click into place. To ensure
it is properly secured make sure you can not remove the cylinder by pulling
backwards on it. Push the top of the cylinder onto the bracket that is
attached to the aluminum frame and ensure it is properly secured. Repeat
on opposite side. Your Cushion Storage Box is now complete! NOTE: Bottom
half of cylinders are thiner than top half.

